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Self-Publishing  

 

Attending were Glenis Wilson, Adrian Tennant, Shirley Hennessey, Caroline Bell-Foster, 

Julie Malone, Rod Madocks, Nick Ashton-Jones, Frances Thimman, Jasmina Svenne, John 

Moore, Julie Malone, Andy Lake, Moira Hodgkinson. Apologies from Antonia Reed, Alan 

MacDonald, Wayne Anderson, Mark Jacobs, Helen Pielichaty, Sue Moorcroft.  

(These notes provided by Moira). 

 

Hello everyone! 

 

Thanks to you all for coming and for such great input and valuable conversations around the 

theme of self-publishing. I’ve collated some of that here, along with links below to the 

websites mentioned. I think I’ve organised my scruffy notes sensibly but I apologise if I’ve 

left out something significant or missed anyone out. 

  

Our overall view of self-publishing has shifted significantly since the old days of ‘vanity 

publishing’ that some of us remember. Self-publishing is now an innovative way to keep 

control of how your work looks, where and when it gets advertised, the price, the printing 

quality and much more. Readers have no worries about reading self-published authors and are 

willing to pay for good books, no matter how it reaches them.  

 

The technical skills and the knowledge of marketing, accounts and so forth seem daunting to 

some members, completely outside of that little comfort zone, however…  

  

Collectively, we have a wide experience of this and enthusiastic discussions around the topic 

was really useful to us all. 

 

Those present who have self-published successfully generally agreed that doing it this way is 

hard work and needs you to be committed to the process and if at all possible, support from 

others. A small team is helpful - beta-readers, editors, marketing professionals, cover 

designers, website designers. It’s not essential to have help as it can all be done, fairly easily 

if you’re dedicated to the process. The technology is not as scary as it seems, the rewards can 

be far greater than imagined… 

 

Writing the book, editing, downloading and formatting the content, creating covers, setting 

your price, offering discounts, linking the next book in a series, book blogs, virtual book 

tours, marketing, tax and accounts, managing reviews, social media, organise your own 

signing sessions, appearances and talks. 

 

There’s plenty to do but if we are prepared to put in the hard work, the rewards are well 

worth it. 
 

Editing - it seems the best advice is to pay for an editor who can check continuity, story 

lines, time lines, and give honest, unbiased critique. This does not have to be expensive and 

those who have do use editors assured us that is money well-spent. Editors can be found 

online and advertise in writing magazines etc.  



Beta-readers were discussed – this is a small team of (unpaid) readers (normally fans 

of the author) who read your book before publication to see, from a reader’s pov., what may 

need working on, point out character flaws, inconsistency, ‘readability’, and minor niggles.  

 

Wattpad - on the subject of editing and feedback prior to publication, some writers 

use Wattpad for critique. Matches you with readers of your genre for critique/reviews – also 

used by some publishers and agents to scout for new talent. 

 

NanoWrimo – National Novel Writing Month (several of us were talking about the 

motivation this can provide!). Takes place every November, encouraging authors across the 

globe to write a complete novel (around 50,000 words) in a single month. Regional groups 

meet to write and talk together and critiques. 

 

Hybrid Publishing can work for some authors, using a traditional publisher for print books 

but retaining the rights for and self-publishing your own ebooks. Allows authors to have 

advantages and backing of a main-stream publisher for printed books but keeping control of 

pricing the ebook to take advantage of the excellent royalty rates of Kindle compared to 

traditional publishing. 

 

KINDLE – ebooks are created through KDP (Kindle Direct Publishing) and printed books 

(POD/print on demand) through Kindle’s Create Space. In both cases, a MS Word document 

is uploaded, the formatting a table of contents, page breaks, headings and text is straight 

forward and those of you do this already reassured the others that yes, you CAN do it all 

yourself.  

Kindle assign ISBN numbers to your books and you can now use your UK Tax/NI 

number to get paid instead of applying for an American tax code. 

Royalties are normally 70% on ebooks, based on the price you set. You can upload 

new versions of a book, include pictures, links to your website (in ebooks), change the price 

at any time and offer time-limited discounts and offers.  

 Covers can be uploaded if you have them already or have someone to design it, or you 

can use Kindle’s cover creator. Again, with assurances from others in our group that it’s not 

difficult. 

Worth noting that Amazon do also offer a paid service where they will do almost 

everything for you, according to your preferences. 

Kindle dominate around 85-90% of the ebook market. 

 

Smashwords - similar to Kindle/Amazon but not exclusive and not as visible. It is easy to 

use, can use your UK tax reference to get paid. Free to publish though as with KDP, they 

offer a paid service if you prefer. Upload the book and your cover, Smashwords converts to 

ebook and makes it available for ebook stores/devices including Barns & Noble, Amazon, 

Kobo, Nook books and others. 

 

Marketing – social media – Facebook, Twitter, Instagram are all recommended for 

networking, advertising (paid or free), getting your ‘brand’ known and sharing information 

about yourself and books. LinkedIn is targeted towards businesses and professionals for work 

related networking. Posting information on these platforms can be set up in advance and 

automated across all accounts with a single action. 

Very few in the group found LinkedIn useful, Facebook and Instagram (which is 

mainly a photograph/video sharing platform) are used by more members and we have our 

SoA regional group there too! 



Websites – Word Press and Weebly are two of the many website hosts offering both 

free and subscription webpages – very easy to use even for technophobes like myself, with 

lots of advice if you google ‘how do I do xyz on wordpress’ – you can monitor visitors to the 

site, set up links to Amazon, sell books directly from your page and include buttons that 

readers click to quickly share your website on FB/Twitter. Domain names can be set up for a 

few pounds or so annually that gives your website its name (mine is moirahodgkinson.com 

for example). 

Marketing and promotional companies can do the hard work for you if you prefer to 

make use of their expertise in this area.  

Blog Tours – not a selling tool as such, but a way to get yourself, your brand, known 

widely across multiple book related websites. Increases visibility and will bring in sales. 

Bookshop Events – liaise with the staff and managers of independent book shops to 

organise talks, small launches, signing sessions etc. They are normally very happy to talk to 

authors about this as it generates business and good relationships for both parties. Some will 

want a commission, some of them let you organise the finances independently, others will 

deal with the sales on the day of the event, leaving you free to chat with your readers.  

 

Self Publishing Companies – will do everything for you apart from writing the book. They 

will format, print, design covers, advertise, upload to amazon, distribute copies to retailers, 

anything else you can think of. Ingram Spark, The Book Guild, Lulu, are listed below. 

Printing companies – if not using Amazon’s Create Space, local and international printers can 

do this for you. Ingram Spark, Draft 2 Digital,  

Beware though, of the scammers who want thousands and thousands of pounds in return for 

very little. 

   

The website links are here (apologies if I’ve missed any). There are many articles/info on 

each website, so these links will go to the homepage and from there you can browse the 

blogs, articles etc., that most interest you. 

The Society of Authors – browse articles, advice and log into the members’ area for 

information on a wide range of topics including guides to self-publishing, marketing, finance 

and more. 

https://www.societyofauthors.org/  

 

New Writers UK – Julie Malone’s company (sorry Julie, this is the only link I could find). 

https://www.facebook.com/pg/New-Writers-UK-257055444333315/about/?ref=page_internal  

 

The Round – ELT group as mentioned by Adrian 

http://the-round.com/about/  

 

New Generation Publishing 

https://www.newgeneration-publishing.com/ 

 

Unbound – as discussed with Rod, generates crowd-funding pledges to publish books. 

https://unbound.com/  

 

NanoWrimo (National Novel Writing Month)  

https://www.nanowrimo.org/  

 

Wattpad https://www.wattpad.com/  

https://www.societyofauthors.org/
https://www.facebook.com/pg/New-Writers-UK-257055444333315/about/?ref=page_internal
http://the-round.com/about/
https://www.newgeneration-publishing.com/
https://unbound.com/
https://www.nanowrimo.org/
https://www.wattpad.com/


 

Joanna Penn makes a full-time living as an independent author and has great information, 

short courses, advice and books on self-publishing.  

https://www.thecreativepenn.com/ 

https://www.ingramspark.com/   (Ms Penn and other authors highly recommend this 

printer/distributor).  

 

Self-published author Lindsay Buroker (lots of related advice/guides/blogs). 

http://lindsayburoker.com/ 

 

A D Starling - her ‘Extra’s’ menu has an informative guide to Self-Publishing as a UK 

Author including tax, accounting, publishing etc. 

https://www.adstarrling.com/ 

 

Cover Designs can be created fairly easily at Canva either for free or for a small subscription. 

https://www.canva.com/ 

 

Self Publishing / Printing Companies (these were a couple of the ones that I think were 

recommended to do hard work for you) 

https://www.bookguild.co.uk/   

https://www.lulu.com/ 

https://draft2digital.com/  

https://www.ingramspark.com/   

 

Finally, the 2k – 10K book on increasing your word counter per writing session.  

How one woman went from writing one or two thousand to around ten thousand words per 

day and the processes, structure and planning she uses to do that.  

Writing Faster and Writing Better – Rachel Aaron 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/2k-10k-Writing-Faster-Better-ebook/dp/B009NKXAWS 
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